KEYNOTE

DR. LUCY JONES

"Northridge was not a big earthquake. All of California is high risk."

100% chance of earthquake. Give it time. We've proven that random earthquakes do not happen at epicenters. Maintain the core infrastructure. Affordable housing in a matter of life and death.

Climate Change

It's a warmer world.

Earthquake Disasters

"Water: All water crosses the San Andreas Fault."

6 months to restore water service in LA.

Increased storm intensity. California public schools own safest electrical system. Building retrofit is underway. Seismic resilient pipe network. Other vulnerable buildings: steel frame. We have intentionally build buildings to be a total loss. Replace brittle pipes. Water keeps me up at night.

Engineers and scientists love to fight. Create a coherent argument. The poor always suffer more. Change building code. Fix schools designated as schools.

We have moved forward. Vote for people that will make global change.

Why?


Policy and funding comes with understanding.